MONDAY 18th 6.00-7.00 pm  FAMILY LEARNING NIGHT

COMPETITION FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
CRACK the GIPS CODE– write down the letters you see around the classrooms. Once you have the answer put your entry in the boxes in the Library

VISIT CLASSROOMS. Also see some examples of how our new ICT equipment supports our program.
Visit Preps in the downstairs rooms to see Popplet on iPad, Interactive Whiteboard sentence maker, maths puzzles and more!
Visit all Grade 1s to see Interactive Whiteboard using storyline and Book, Bookcreator on iPad
Visit all Grade 2s in the Grade 2 classrooms to see Popplet on iPad and become a ‘Reading Detective’
Visit all Grade 3s in the classrooms to see Book Creator in action plus more!
Visit Grade 4s in the classrooms of 4E & 4G to see year 4s working with Online Indigenous stories and try other cracking the code activities
Visit Grade 5/6s in the classroom of 5/6 N (downstairs classroom near oval) look at how the use of individual iPads supports the learning programs.
Library – Robotics Demo 6.00-6.30 with students from the 2014 Robotics Team